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Abstract 

Vector and tensor polarizations of the recoil deuteron in ed 

elastic scattering are calculated for 9=0 -180 and q *8(GeV/c) . 

A longitudinally polarized electron beam is assumed to scatter off an 

unpolarized deuteron target. Calculations are made in the relativistic 

impulse approximation using a recently des-ribed approach based on the 

2 
Bethe-Salpeter equation. Results are different, at b:>gh q even 

qualitatively so, from those of a non-relativistic calculation, and a 

relativistic calculation which takes the spectator nucleon on-raass-shell. 

In the light of these results a recent suggestion that the polarization 

measurements would throw new light on the off-shell behavior and tensor 

force strength of the NN interaction are reexamined. Results are also 

presented for the three deuteron form factors Gf, G_, and Ĝ ,, and the 

often-needed related quantities S„, S_, and S„. The latter results may 

have an important implication in high-momentum transfer reactions involving 

deuteron. 
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1. Introduction 

Measurements of polarization in ed elastic scattering are 

necessary if the deuteron charge-, quadrupole-, and magnetic dipole 

2 2 2 
form factors, Gc(q ) , G.(q }, and G„(q ) are to be determined uniquely. 

This is because measuring the ed elastic differential cross section alone 

2 2 2 
provides us with only two linear combinations of G_, G , and GM. For, 

the differential cross section of ed elastic scattering is given by 

da U 
dfi ~\t 

3§) [A(qVB(q2)tan2fte)]( W 

where 

14 

*rJ-,-r2J „2r2*l „r2 
A[q ) = C r t H G Q + JnG M, 

BCq2)=|n(i+n)G^, 

1= *-* > C2) 
4M„ 

2 
is the Mott cross section, M^ is the deuteron mass, q the four-

'Mott 

momentum transfer squared, and 6 the laboratory scattering angle of the 

electron. Measurements of the cross section can thus determine only the 

structure functions A and B; and polarization measurements are needed if Gj, 

is to be separated from G„. 
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2 2 Experimental data for the structure functions A(q ) and B(q } are 

2 2 2 2 2 3] 

available upto q «8(GeV/c) and q =l(GeV/c) respectively .No data 

are presently available for the polarization transfer in ed elastic 

scattering. Before one calculates the polarization components it is 

obviously important that the theory to be tested should reproduce the 
2 2 experimental values or A(q ) and B(q ). Calculation of these structure 

functions is often made in the impulse approximation assuming the 

scattering to proceed through the one-photon-exchange triangle diagram J . 
2 

Non-relativistic calculations of A(q ) tend to underestimate the data 

2 2 2 

for q £1.5(GeV/c) , the disagreement becoming worse as q increases. 

Extensive relativistic calculations by Arnold, Carlson, and Gross ' 

with two- and four-component deuteron wave functions, different models 

for the micleon-nucleon (NN) interaction, and various sets of electromagnetic 

form factors of nucleon failed to bridge the gap. In fact the relativistic 

results of ref. ' were smaller than the nonrelativistic ones, thereby 

worsening the disagreement with the data. Exchange current effects have 

been proposed as a possible cure for this discrepancy . As regards the 
2 

magnetic structure function BCq ) , relatively few data are available, and 3*1 they are in fair agreement with nonrelativistic calculations J . 
2 2 We recently presented relativistic calculations of A(q ) and B(q ) 

which were in satisfactory agreement with all the available data, without 

having to include the exchange-current contribution •*. Here we describe 

the salient features of this approach. The details can be found in refs. ' . 

These calculations were based on the relativistic impulse approximation 
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making use of the triangle diagram. It was shown that a very important 

relativistic kinematical effect is associated with the Lorentz transformation 

from the 3reit frame in which the deuteron is moving to the deuteron 

r»»t frame where the deuteron wave function is computed ' . In order to 

perform the lorentz transformation one needs to know the energy and 

momentum of the target nucleon undergoing the transformation. This in 

turn requires some assumption regarding whether the nucleon is on-mass-

shell or not. Different assumptions lead to different values of the pn 

relative momentum in the deuteron rest frame. Considering the sensitivity 

of the deuteron momentum space wave functions the above effect can 

lead to significantly different values for the structure functions. 

41 
Now as in ref. if the spectator nucleon in the triangle diagram 

is taken on-mass-shell, then in the region of the momentum space 

which is expected to contribute most to the form factors, the pn 

relative momentum in the deuteron rest frame tends to be larger 

than the nonrelativistic value ' . This in general tends to reduce the 

relativistic form factor compared to the nonrelativistic one. This we 

4) 
think is the reason why the relativistic calculations of ref. gave 

2 

results for A(q ) which were smaller than the corresponding non

relativistic results. 

A new treatment of this problem in the framework of the Bethe-

Salpeter equation with the ladder approximation was described in refs. 

In ref.7' a 3-dimensional reduction of the Bethe-Salpeter equation was 

carried out without neglecting the meson production singularities of the 

dpn vertex function. Negative energy poles of the nucleon propagators 

being far away from the physical region were neglected. One of the 
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final results of this work was that in the expression for the deuteron form 

factor as an overlap of deuteron momentum space wave functions, each wave 

function should be replaced by the average of two wave functions: One of 

these is evaluated at pn relative momentum in the deuteron rest frame 

obtained by keeping one of the two nucleons on-mass-shell; the other corresponds 

to the other nucleon being on-mass-shell. Limitations of this approach are 

described in refs. ' '. As mentioned above calculations based on this approach 

gave very good agreement with all the available data for A(q ) and B(q ) '. 

In the present work we study the polarization transfer in ed elastic scattering 

in the framework of the above approach. Theory is described in sect. 2, which 

is followed by a description of our results in sect. 3, and a discussion in 

sect. 4. 
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2. Theory. 

Deuteron charge-, quadrupole-, and magnetic form factors 

G c(q
2), G Q(q

2). and GM(q
2) are given by 1J 

GcCq
2)=C°(q2)G^q2), 

GQCq
2)=CgCq2]G|cq2), 

and 

GM(q
23=C^(q2)GS(q2)+C*Cq

2)G^Cq2)• (3) 

Here GE=G|+GE and G,,=GE+G . ire nucleon isoscalar electromagnetic 

form factors, and the momentum space expressions for C „ can be 

shown to be 

C E = I 1 + I 2 ' 

C E = 3 W 

C2=6^M2(1 

and 

cW.fi.-

•V /C4V' 

:3-272)/q . 

S + -7T &'%• w 

is the nucleon mass, and 

http://cW.fi.-
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dQ 
I,= / U(|Q-!|q|)UC|Q^q|) j f , 

dQ 
I2= / WClQ-^q|)W(|Q+?«q|)P2(Z+J ^ 

dQ 
i j ^ / [uC|Q-mJwC|Q*m)P2Cz+)+u(l^q!)WClQ-%q|)P2CZ.)J4v . 

and 
dQ 

i 4 3s/ w(lQ-Vq|WlQ*%q|Hi-3Z+z_z+j ^ . (sj 

U and W are S- and D-state wave functions of deuteron, 

Z+£cos(Q±!jq,q), and Z+ Hcos (Q+S«q,Q-Ssq). The quantities S , S and SM 

are related to C°, C g and C M as follows 

C^Cq 2>/l8M^S QC|)/q
2, 

and 

The above form factors are used in the calculation of vector 

and tensor polar'iations of the recoil deuteron in ed elastic scattering. 

In this calculation we assume a longitudinally polarized electron beam 

to be scattered off an unpolarized deuteron target. Polarization transfer 

due to transversely polarized electrons is expected to be much smaller, 

of the order of m /E , and hence is not calculated. 



The non-vanishing vector and tensor polarizations are given by * * 

IOPX= 4 [nCl•n) ]V G c + H ) t a n C W ' 

I0Pz=§^{(l•'•^»[l+n s in 2 ^) ]}** G2 tan(!s9}sec(!se), 

- ^ Z Z ^ C Y ! n2G^Ll+2(l+n)tan2(!,e)]G^ , 

^ C P x x - P y y ^ " ^ M • 

IQPXZ= -2n[mn2 s i n 2 f t e ) ] \G Q sec^S) , (7) 

2 
where I =A+Btan (hQ). We will also need the spherical tensor polarizations 

which are related to the Cartesian tensors given above as follows: 

T20= Pi.' 1* • 

T21= -*»'*> 

and 

T 2 2-£P„-P y y)/t2^). (8) 

It should be noted that the tensor polarizations p , (p -p }, a n d 

p calculated in the one-photon-exchange approximation are independent 

of the polarization of the incident electron, and hence can be measured 

with even an unpolarized electron beam ^. 



3.Results. 

Our results for G_, G„, and G u are presented in figs. 1 a,b#c, and 

L y M 

those for Ss, S-, and SM in figs. 2 a,b,c. The recoil deuteron polarizations 

2 2 

as a function of 8 at many fixed values of q ^6(GeV/c) are given in figs. 

3 a,b,c, while those as a function of q for a. fixed 6 (=40 ) are given 

in figs. 4 a-f. The angle 0=40 was chosen on.ly to facilitate a comparison 

with the results of Arnold et al. '. Fig. 5 where we plot T2Q(0-O°) 

and T_.(6=90 ) as a function of q fm is meant only for a quick comparison 

with the results of Haftel et al. . In figs. 1-5 dashed curves represent 

nonrelativistic calculations, and dotted curves represent our relativistic 

calculations performed with the spectator N in the triangle diagram 

on-uass-shell . The solid curves are our predictions based on a calculation 

that starts with the relativistic Bethe-Salpeter equation. This approach 

is outlined above in sect, 1. In all our calculations we used the empirical 

dipole nucleon form factors with scaling, and G„ was set equal to zero. 
12) 

The Reid soft-core NN interaction 'was used to calculate the S- and D-
state wave functions of deuteron needed in the calculation of Gr,Gn and 
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4. Discussion 

As mentioned above the dotted curves in figs. 1 - S represent our 

relativistic calculations performed with the spectator N on-mass-shell. 

In ref. -* these calculations gave results for A(q ) and B£q ) , which 

4 1 
were almost identical to the corresponding results of Arnold et al. J. 

4) 

Calculations in ref. J were also performed with the spectator N on-mass-

shell, but they included additional effects, e.g. the pair-current effect, 

which are absent in our work. The dotted curves in fig. 4 are also similar 

to the relativistic results presented by Arnold et al. in ref. ', the 

differences may be attributed mostly to their use of different deuteron 

wave functions and/or the so-called 'best-fit' nucleon form factors. 

The solid curves in figs. 1 - 5 which are our predictions for these 

quantities are evidently quite different from the dashed and dotted curves. 

2 2 
Ccnsider first figs. 1 and 2. In the low momentum region (q <3 (GeV/c) say) 

the minima in the solid curves are seen to be shifted to the right of the minima 

in other curves. In the high momentum region, on the other hand, the minima 

Moreover magnitudes of the various curves are also different. The quantities 

S„, S_, and S„ are often needed in reactions and scattering involving 

deuteron. For example, the cross section for pd backward scattering in 

2 ' I i} 
the single scattering approximation is directly proportional to (S^+S-) 

It is expected that the results for S„, S„, and S M presented in fig. 2 

would have an important implication in this and other high momentum transfer 

reactions involving deuteron. Calculations of the ten so*..- analyzing power 

in pd backward scattering at GeV energies are in progress and will be 

reported later. 
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The aforementioned broad features of the deuteron form factors 

can he seen to be reflected in the polarizations in figs. 4 a-f. 

2 2 
For q jfl.5 (GeV/c) the solid ?nd dotted curves in fig. 4 tend to lie 

2 
on opposite sides of the dashed curve. At higher q the solid curves 

in fig. 4 are even qualitatively different from the dashed and dotted 

curves. As in the case of the form factors (fig- 1). t n e solid curves 

2 2 
in fig. 4 do not exhibit minima or maxima in the region q >3(GeY/c) , 

while the dashed and dotted curves do. Particularly interesting is the 

ratio p /p shown in fig. 4f. Experiments are being planned to measure 

2 2 
p /p near q =1 (GeV/c) , especially to determine the point at which it 

changes its sign . According to our calculations at 8=40 the solid curve 

2 2 2 
in fig. 4f, crosses the q axis at q M*14S (GeV/c) , while the dashed 

2 2 2 2 

and dotted curves do so at q M-040 (GeV/c) and q ^0-9 25 (GeV/c) respec

tively. Almost the same numbers are obtained if 9=90°. It is important to 

note that the solid curve crosses the q axis at a higher momentum while 

the dotted curve crosses it at a lower momentum when compared with the 

(nonrelativistic) dashed curve. All the relativtstic curves in ref. ' 

also cross the q -axis at a lower momentum compared to the nonrelativistic 

curve. 

In the high momentum region the discontinuities in the dashed and dotted 

curves in fig. 4f are the consequence of the minima in |Gn| present only 

in the dashed and dotted curves of fig. lb. Of course the use of nonrelati

vistic wave functions of deuteron for such high momentum transfers is 

questionable, and it is hoped that errors introduced due to our use of 

nonrelativistic wave functions are not large. This point is discussed in 

rcfs. '' . Mere we only point out that the results obtained by Arnold et al. 
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for A(q S8(GeV/cJ ), B(q2«8(GeV/c}2) and the polarization transfer 

2 2 
(q $2(GeV/c) ) with 4-component relativistic i?ave functions of deuteron are 

not very much different from those obtained with 2-component nonrelativistic 

wave functions. 

The sensitivity of the deuteron structure functions to the choice of 

4) the N electromagnetic form factors has been studied by Arnold et al. 

They used three different sets of nucleon form factors other than the 

2 2 
dipole form, and found that the results for q <6(GeV/c) differed very 

little from each other with the exception of those based on the Iachello, 

Jackson, and Lande (IJL) nucleon form factors 

[This is because of the unreasonable ^ behavior of G" in the IJL form 
c 

factors). However, a similar effect in the calculation of the polarization 

components of deuteron is unclear. In this context it is interesting to 

note that the polarization T,- (eq. 8) is sometimes calculated at an 

extrapolated 8 so as to kill the G,,-dependence . The extrapolated 

T2Q is independent of the nu;leon for*!i factors, and depends only on the 
6) ratio of G_ and G_. Our results for this quantity were given in ref. 

y tl 

11) 

Similarly the ratio p /p is also independent of the nucleon form 
m 

factors 

121 In this paper we used the Reid soft-core NN interaction ' to 

calculate the polarization components of the recoil deuteron. In ref. ' 

we studied the sensitivity of the deuteron structure functions to the 

NN interaction by using the Reid soft-core, Paris .and Hamada-Johnston 

171 
hard-core J interactions. The dependence of the deuteron polarization 
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components on the choice of the NN interaction has been studied in detail 

by Haftel et al. i0K They calculated T20C6=0°) and T21(6=90°) in the range 

q=0 to 8 fiif1. They employed many different models of the NN interaction 

differing in off-shell behavior and tensor force strength. They observed that 

the Reid soft core, Bonn, Paris, and Nijmegen potentials gave nearly equal 

results for both T 2 Q and T 2 r Only the Graz and Doleschall 

* 10) 
separable potentials gave different results. CSee ref. J for references 

to these NN interactions). 

Thus they noted that the NN potentials with similar s-wave off-shell 

behavior give very similar results for T,0 and T,, irrespective of 

their tenser force strengths, while those with different s-wave 

** 
off-shell behavior result in measurably different T 2 0 and T-.. They 

have taken into account the pair-current contribution and the correction 

arising due to energy-dependence of the Bonn potential. However, their 

impulse approximation calculation is nonrelativistic, identical to the 

dashed curves in figs. 1 - 5. We have shown here and in refs. ' ' 

that it is important to treat the relativistic kinematical effects in 

this problem carefully. Different assumptions regarding these effects 

2 2 
lead to significantly different results for A(q ), B(q ), and 

the polarization components. For a quick comparison with the results of 

Haftel et al. ' we plot, in fig. S our results for T20(8=0°) and T 

(6=90 ) as a function of q fin" . It may be seen that the differences 

2 
"The Doleschall and Bonn potentials were unable to explain the A(q ) data 

when corrections to the impulse approximation were included .Results 

fox B(q ) were not presented in ref. . 

9) 
**Similar suggestions were made by Moravcsik and Ghosh ' ano 

181 
Hockert and Jackson ' . 
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between the various curves in fig. 5 are in fact larger than the 

differences that Haftel et al. found between the curves based on 

Reid soft-core, Bonn, Paris, and Nijmegen potentials, and are a 

sizable fraction of the differences that they found between the 

curves based on NN potentials differing in s-wave off-shell behavior. 

Hence due caution should be exercised while comparing calculated 

polarization transfers with the possible future measurements. 

191 
Very recently Allen and Fiedeldey have also discussed the 

possibility of the polarization measurements being able to discriminate 

between the various deuteron wave functions. Their impulse approximation 

calculation is nonrelativistic, and they have not considered any meson-

exchange current contribution. They calculated T at q$6 fm 

for a family of phase equivalent deuteron wave functions with a percentage 

D state P_. varying from 4*5 to 7«S%. They concluded that measurements 

of T ? +. at q$6 fm" would not allow us to discriminate between all 

physically reasonable deuteron wave functions with different P_. 

la this paper our emphasis has been on comparing the predictions of 

4 71 
the various theoretical approaches ' J, rather than on studying the 

sensitivity of the polarization transfer to the various NN potentials; 

it being clear from the work of Haftel et al. Jthat T-0 and 1 

calculated with Reid soft core, Bonn, Paris, and Nijmegen potentials 

are nearly equal at q^o t'm . We conclude that measurements of 

2 
polarization transfer in ed elastic scattering at high q wouli be an 

important test of the various theoretical approaches trying to understand 

the structure of deuteron. 
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Figure Captions. 

2 
Fig, la. Deuteron charge form factor G„(q ) . Reid soft-core NN 

interaction, and empirical dipole N form factors are 

used here and in all other figures. Dashed curve: non 

relativistic calculation, dotted curve: relativistic 

calculation with spectator N on-mass-shell, solid curve: 

relativistic calculation starting with the Bethe-Salpeter 

equation. The same convention is used in all other figures. 

2 
Fig. lb. Deuteron quadrupole form factor G-(q ) . 

2 
Fig. lc. Deuteron magnetic form factor GM(q ). 

Fig. 2a. Deuteron form factor S (q/2), see eq. (6). 

Fig. 2b. Deuteron form factor S (q/2), see eq. (6). 

Fig. 2c. Deuteron form factor S^Cq/Z), see eq. (6). 

Fig. 3a. Polarizations p and (p -p ) of the recoil deuteron in ed 

elastic scattering vs. the electron laboratory scattering angle 

8. Longitudinally polarized electron beam (polarization=l) is 

incident on an unpolarized deuteron target. Curves are labelled 

by q2 in (GeV/c)2. 

Fig. 3b. Same as fig. 3a for p z and p . 

Fig. 3c. Same as fig. 3a for p . 
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Fig. 4a-f. Polarizations px, pz> p x J, p z z > (Pxx-Pyy), ^ Px^xz o £ 

the recoil deuteron in ed elastic scattering for a fixed 

electron laboratory scattering angle 6=40 vs. q . 

Longitudinally polarized electron beam (polarization=l) 

is incident on an unpolarized deuteron target. 

Fig. 5. Polarizations T (9=0°) and T2,C6=90°) of the recoil 

deuteron in ed elastic sca;.*ering vs. q. Details as in 

fig. 4. 
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